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Science is about the discovery of new things, knowledge, concepts, 

contexts, systematics, relations etc. 

• The more data and information we render 

and collect in the digital sphere and consume 

(also as the basis for science), the more 

important it is to ensure open, unbiased and 

public access to it. 

• Science profits significantly from the ease of 

exchange of data and information and thus also 

has a responsibility in keeping it open, 

accessible, findable and curated.

Science Web



Large scientific organizations handle large quantities of information and data 

from external sources and internally in their research environments. 

• Large science organisation generate, store, 

manage and maintain large amounts of 

information in their intranet, research systems, data 

repositories and information corpora as well as they 

generate large volumes of scientific artefacts which 

they put out to the public domain. 

• The German Aerospace Centre, about 10.000 

scientific, technical and administrative staff has a 

vital interest in ensuring that access to digital 

information is unbiased, objective and as efficient 

as possible. Internally, within the organisation, as 

well as externally, in the web.  

Specialized Data Bases



Project tasks

and activities



Distributed Crawler Architecture

• Details: https://gitlab.com/opensearch-dlr/opensearch-prototype/-/wikis/home

https://gitlab.com/opensearch-dlr/opensearch-prototype/-/wikis/home


Crawl Results for Subdomain .dlr.de

• First crawl: 2021-10-04 08:19:49+00:00 

• Latest crawl: 2022-08-26 10:39:07+00:00

• Overall crawled sites: 1.349.830 (4127 

sites/day on average)

• Unique crawled sites: 340.501

• Every crawled site is re-visited every 24h, 

except other policies given in robots.txt.

• Coordination via Elastic Index

• Every crawler stores which pages were 

retrieved and when. Other crawlers 

check for tasks.



2. Obtaining meta information, attributes, …

1. Uniform query of data via connector API

5. Send custom request to the data source

7. Receiving queried data

Index

Search
Service

4. Using index

6. Translating 
query

3. Extending 
index

Data
Connector

Connectors – A Technology Abstraction

Talk on Tuesday by Dennis Jankowski “Connectors – Enablers for 
access to heterogeneous data sources” in   Research Track “Future 
open search paradigms and concepts” from 15:45



DLR Open Science Search Prototype

Expert search and 

collaboration recommendation

Links to related software and datasets

Publication entry

http://app.opensearch.sc.dlr.de/ (DLR internal)

http://app.opensearch.sc.dlr.de/


DLR Open Science Search Prototype

http://app.opensearch.sc.dlr.de/ (DLR internal)

- Dataset search and discovery
- Pangaea environmental science dataset and study search
- Discovery of possible indirect connections between

scientific concepts (Literature-based discovery)
- Location of relevant environmental studies along with

references to open datasets

http://app.opensearch.sc.dlr.de/


OpenSearch@DLR Workshops, Colloquia, Sprints, Networking…

OpenSearch@DLR Coding Sprint Research-Proposals



During the OpenSearch@DLR project we found the following (1/2):

• Efficient searching and finding of information within the different 

repositories within the organization is as important as searching for 

external information and data on the web. 

• In particular for scientists, finding and retrieval of research data is very 

important and needs better technical tools and support. This requires

thematically pre-structured and pre-processed information on existing 

data and information to better search in internal repositories and corpora. 

• Often enough, information needs to be found in heterogeneous 

artefacts (such as papers, software tools, manuscripts, etc.) which are 

often distributed over various different subsystems.

• Techniques for automatic content analysis have to be advanced to 

identify relationships between scattered pieces of information and data, 

which enable integrated search and discovery of scientific knowledge 

simultaneously and synergistically across different repositories and 

corpora: e.g. to search for authors, scientific concepts, tools or techniques. 



• Sophisticated search involves efficient visualization and analysis tools, 

allowing deeper insight in to search results and going far beyond of what is 

offered in today's standard search tools. 

• This includes for example that the availability and analysis capabilities of 

geospatial search features need to be significantly improved for all 

kinds of search and analysis tasks in the web. Along with this, time-stamps 

and versioning of web artefacts are equally important factors.

• Versions of knowledge artefacts have to be tracked in order to avoid 

inconsistencies and ensure that data of known provenance and up-to-

date-ness are used for scientific analysis.

• It is desirable to identify emerging topics and to anticipate future 

trends of scientific and technological or even societal developments.

Representing extracted information and resources as well as semantic 

relations between them in graph-databases seems to be a promising 

approach for this.

During the OpenSearch@DLR project we found the following (2/2):



In conclusion:

• All in all, it can be established that good internal search features, good internal 

knowledge management and thus, sophisticated intranet search is a critical 

infrastructure for science centers, which need better care and which by far should 

not be considered a by-product. 

• In conclusion we argue that improving the intranet search features and linking 

them with sound public and distributed open web search infrastructures will 

substantially improve the scientific work and organizational efficiency of many 

large-scale science organizations. 

• Thus, any major science and research organization needs to actively engage in 

the building and maintaining of openly searchable information repositories 

internally, as well as where possible, also externally, in cooperation with others 

and for searching the web as a whole. 

contact: opensearch@dlr.de


